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This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. #1 Role play the game in 32 countries so far! You are Hope is based on an older version of a pc game called One Hour ONE LIFE, made by Jason Rohrer.It's not the same game though. You hope gameplay and online worlds
are separate from OHOL, and the emphasis is more on the need to collaborate peacefully with other players in order to survive and evolve. Your task is to restore civilization from scratch, along with other players and across countless generations. One important thing you do in this game is
to name your kids (who are also players). You are Hope is what a mother would say when she gives the name 'Hope' to her child. You were born either as a child to one of the other players or as a young woman if a suitable mother was not found. Every minute of real time is one year in the
game and your maximum age is 60 years. One life is limited, but what you do during your life are left to your children and grandchildren once you are gone. Try to make life a little easier for those who come after you, so your family line will have a chance to thrive for future generations.
Sometimes you'll be rubbing yourself in the desert. You have to build a fire to stay warm and trap rabbits to get meat and fur on your clothes. A sharp stone can be your best friend at the beginning. Try to find a good place to settle down and grow some food, because other players may soon
come as your children, and will need to be taken care of until they are grown enough to help you. Sometimes you are born in a sprawling town, with farmers, chefs, blacksmiths, shepherds and hunters. There will be clothes and equipment ready for you, prepared by players who may be
your grandparents or distant relatives. Maybe you'll collect a few friends and set off to start settling your own, maybe you'll inherit a farm job from your uncle, or maybe you'll kill bears and wolves. The choices are endless, but remember: if you don't leave the world better after you've lived
than when you came, you really have nothing to achieve. Every life you play gets you in touch with new players. Some are more experienced than you, some are less. Some will teach you and some will learn from you. Some may even be disruptive to the civilisation you are building and will
have to deal with them accordingly. It will be up to you and your teammates to shape the world for a short while in time before the next generation take over. Once your game life is over, you can look at your tree and see how your offspring are doing. You can be proud of each of your
younger relatives who survive into adulthood and in every new generation that follows you, knowing that you have helped make it happen. December 17, 2020 version 2.19.0 1. Christmas! Santa Claus comes with gifts! Hohoho!2. Large update:- build small and large mines-much more iron,
but more work on its mining-find materials other than iron in its mines This is a game that many are on the fence about acquiring. I saw the pc version and gave it a try. It's worth $5. However, I will say that I would like you to be able to return as a relative if your own continue to progress
when you die. The game seems to lose its touch without being able to make further progress after a while. One happier note to be so simple that it is surprisingly addictive this game is one of the best not only on mobile, but in general. To try to live and make a meaningful contribution to your
offspring and build off the legacy your parents lay out for you is amazing and another idea and really hard to achieve at times. 4/5 stars just because you have no way to continue your achievements. This is honestly the best mobile game I've ever played. Especially if they're trying to kill an
hour or so. The only drawback I've seen is that it's a complex game and too complicated to get a full mobile experience. The PC version ($20), which is the same version as the mobile version, has a lot more to offer. I believe he's got a lot to do with the player count. This is not to say that I
have spawned in some cool cities on mobile. I do, but they are always much further away than mega sites on the PC. The best life I had on my cellphone was Eva or Generation 2-3, developed something decent and died, only to never father there again. I attribute this to a lack of a playing
base because of the places and places around villages where long-term sustainable. I even lived a full life as a woman with only 1-2 sons. And he even had 0 kids before. But in summary this game is great regardless of platform. TLDR: Being an eve or daughter/son of one is a very fun and
rewarding experience (usually). This happens much more often on mobile due to the lower population of servers. Buy the game and fix this problem. Or just play the pc version. But you really are both. This game rocks. This is a phenomenal game, so phenomenal that you will quickly want to
buy a desktop version that is 20 $. Me and 2 of my friends did just that, and now it feels like wasting $5. The full game is definitely worth $25, but still. There are no content differences between mobile and desktop, but as good as the controls here are that you can never compare them with
the ease of the mouse, even the desktop version has a larger game base, so you can be part of more advanced civilizations more often, and afaik you can only rub with your friends on the desktop version with twin and triplet codes. Current reviews: beautiful graphics, endlessly replayable,
steep learning curves, because as deeply crafted a system is, coop dynamic like I've never experienced before – you really need to rely on others Rely on you to survive and thrive really different than any multiplayer game I've ever played. It's very fun and highly recommended. This game
could be described as a less-casual Minecraft with a much deeper multiplayer coop aspect. Developer Wereviz said the app's privacy practices may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be collected
and associated with your identity: This data may be collected but not linked to your identity: User Content IDs location Diagnostics for usage Other privacy practices may vary, for example, depending on the features you use or your age. Read more Website Developer App Support Privacy
Theme Answers Activity Forum Rule: No Badmouthing others I'm starting to see too many sites whose main goal is to cast a named person or group in a bad light. Let's stop this here and now. If your real purpose is to call some problem, please find a way to do what... December 4, 2019
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